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Basslet – The first watch-size subwoofer  
The Basslet is the first watch-size subwoofer. Using a new technology  
for sound, it delivers the beats and basslines straight to your body – so  
you literally feel the music. The result is a powerful listening experience 
that headphones alone cannot provide. And it is completely silent to  
the outside world.

Launch details

Launch date:     February 7, 2017 on lofelt.com/basslet, 
 Amazon US, and Amazon UK

Pricing:    $  199 + free shipping
 £  169 + free shipping
 € 199 + free shipping

Shipping:      The Basslet ships to US, UK and Germany  
(starting March 7, 2017).

http://www.lofelt.com/basslet
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The Basslet is built for bass addicts

Music addicts, music creators and performers constantly seek to amplify 
their music experience. They don’t just listen to music, they want to absorb 
every single detail of their music – wherever they listen to it. The Basslet 
lets them enjoy powerful sound on the go. It lets DJs and music producers 
feel the thump of a kick drum or the groove of a bassline in high fidelity 
anywhere they go.

Music is meant to be felt, not just heard 

The Basslet unlocks the full potential of everyday music listening: 

–  It delivers a powerful music listening experience that headphones  
alone cannot provide.

– It merges sound and feeling: hear and feel the full spectrum of music.
–  It is ultra-convenient: wear it everyday – and anywhere you go. 
–  It works with all your favorite audio devices – both analogue and digital.
–  And it is completely silent to the outside world.
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Groundbreaking technology to feel sound

The Basslet is packed with innovative technology designed in Germany. 
Its LoSound engine (patent-pending) precisely recreates bass frequencies 
down to 10 Hz. It lets the user feel the thump of a kick drum and the groove 
of a bassline in high definition – until now impossible with just headphones.

Tech features

 Powerful bass: LoSound engine  
 with a frequency response from  
 10 – 250 Hz 

 6+ hours play time 

 Ultra-low latency for perfect   
 sync with your music

   Small sender for wireless 
connection between Basslet 
and any device with a mini-jack 
output.

  Plug and play – no software  
or configuration needed

 Silent to the outside world
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Lofelt: Changing the way people 
experience music
Lofelt creates high-quality tech products for people who are passionate 
about music. In 2017, the company launches the Basslet, the first watch-size 
subwoofer that delivers bass straight to the body –  for a powerful music 
experience that headphones alone cannot provide. Lofelt was founded in 
2014 and is based in Berlin.

The founding team

The founders of Lofelt have spent their entire careers in music and tech, 
with more than 20 years of experience at industry leaders such as Native 
Instruments and Ableton.
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